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DESCRIPTION
This Nightforce SHV 4-14x56 ri�escope with a non-illuminated MOAR reticle has a parallax adjustment of 25
meters to in�nity.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

NIGHTFORCE SHV 4-14X56 .25 MOA-MOAR-NON ILLUMINATED
C520
SKU C520-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C520

UPC: 847362007298

Scope Weight: 26.9 oz.

Scope Length: 14.8"

Magni�cation Range: 4-16x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA

Reticle Position: Second

Field of View: 24.9' - 7.3' @ 100 meters

Eye Relief: 3.14" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: no

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007298

MPN C520

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
For precision at extended ranges, this Nightforce SHV 5-20x56 scope with MOAR reticle features ZeroSet, 30mm
tube, and superb clarity and crispness.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 MOAR SCOPE C534
SKU C534-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C534

UPC: 847362007472

Scope Weight: 29.1oz

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA with Zeroset

Reticle Position: SFP

Field of View: 17.9' - 5' @ 100 yds.

Eye Relief: 3.15" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: no

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007472

MPN C534

• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 ZEROSET .25 MOA FORCEPLEX
NON-ILLUMINATED C586
SKU C586-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C586

UPC: 847362015309

Scope Weight: 29.1 oz.

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: 1/4 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 17.9 - 5 feet

Eye Relief: 3.15 - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362015309

MPN C586

• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 ZEROSET .25 MOA FORCEPLEX
CENTER ILLUMINATED C587
SKU C587-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C587

UPC: 847362015316

Scope Weight: 29.1 oz.

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: 1/4 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 17.9 - 5 feet

Eye Relief: 3.15 - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362015316

MPN C587

• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but at a
much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target shooting
to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of materials,
precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class ri�escope that is
cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but without the overbuilt
features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope can
o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps

NIGHTFORCE SHV 3-10X42MM .250 MOA ILLUMINATED
FORCEPLEX C611
SKU C611-NF

Newly Available with Illumination!

http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C611

UPC: 847362016313

Scope Weight: 22.1 oz.

Scope Length: 11.6"

Magni�cation Range: 3-10x

Scope Objective Diameter: 42mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA
90 MOA Total Travel, 10 MOA per Revolution, Capped,
Finger Adjustable
80 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 34.9-11ft at 100 yards

Eye Relief: 3.5"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362016313

MPN C611

• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but at a
much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target shooting
to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of materials,
precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class ri�escope that is
cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but without the overbuilt
features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope can
o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps

NIGHTFORCE SHV 3-10X42MM .250 MOA ILLUMINATED MOAR
C610
SKU C610-NF

Newly Available with Illumination!

http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C610

UPC: 847362016306

Scope Weight: 22.1 oz.

Scope Length: 11.6"

Magni�cation Range: 3-10x

Scope Objective Diameter: 42mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA per click
Elevation: 90 MOA Total Travel, Capped & Finger
Adjustable
Windage: 80 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 34.9-11ft at 100 yards

Eye Relief: 3.5"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362016306

MPN C610

• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
This Nightforce SHV 4-14x56 MOAR ri�escope with an illuminated MOAR Reticle has a parallax adjustment
from 25 meters to in�nity.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

NIGHTFORCE SHV 4-14X56 .25 MOA
SKU C522-NF__LN

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


Scope Weight: 28.5 oz.

Scope Length: 14.8"

Magni�cation Range: 4-16x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA

Reticle Position: Second

Field of View: 24.9' - 7.3' @ 100 meters

Eye Relief: 3.14" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007311

MPN C522

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
This Nightforce SHV 4-14x56 ri�escope with a non-illuminated MOAR reticle has a parallax adjustment of 25
meters to in�nity.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

NIGHTFORCE SHV 4-14X56 .25 MOA-MOAR-NON ILLUMINATED
C520
SKU C520-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C520

UPC: 847362007298

Scope Weight: 26.9 oz.

Scope Length: 14.8"

Magni�cation Range: 4-16x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA

Reticle Position: Second

Field of View: 24.9' - 7.3' @ 100 meters

Eye Relief: 3.14" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: no

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007298

MPN C520

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
For precision at extended ranges, this Nightforce SHV 5-20x56 scope with MOAR reticle features ZeroSet, 30mm
tube, and superb clarity and crispness.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 MOAR SCOPE C534
SKU C534-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C534

UPC: 847362007472

Scope Weight: 29.1oz

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA with Zeroset

Reticle Position: SFP

Field of View: 17.9' - 5' @ 100 yds.

Eye Relief: 3.15" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: no

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007472

MPN C534

• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 ZEROSET .25 MOA FORCEPLEX
NON-ILLUMINATED C586
SKU C586-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C586

UPC: 847362015309

Scope Weight: 29.1 oz.

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: 1/4 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 17.9 - 5 feet

Eye Relief: 3.15 - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362015309

MPN C586

• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment

NIGHTFORCE SHV 5-20X56 ZEROSET .25 MOA FORCEPLEX
CENTER ILLUMINATED C587
SKU C587-NF

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C587

UPC: 847362015316

Scope Weight: 29.1 oz.

Scope Length: 15.2"

Magni�cation Range: 5-20x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: 1/4 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 17.9 - 5 feet

Eye Relief: 3.15 - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362015316

MPN C587

• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but at a
much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target shooting
to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of materials,
precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class ri�escope that is
cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but without the overbuilt
features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope can
o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps

NIGHTFORCE SHV 3-10X42MM .250 MOA ILLUMINATED
FORCEPLEX C611
SKU C611-NF

Newly Available with Illumination!

http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C611

UPC: 847362016313

Scope Weight: 22.1 oz.

Scope Length: 11.6"

Magni�cation Range: 3-10x

Scope Objective Diameter: 42mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA
90 MOA Total Travel, 10 MOA per Revolution, Capped,
Finger Adjustable
80 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 34.9-11ft at 100 yards

Eye Relief: 3.5"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362016313

MPN C611

• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but at a
much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target shooting
to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of materials,
precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class ri�escope that is
cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but without the overbuilt
features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope can
o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps

NIGHTFORCE SHV 3-10X42MM .250 MOA ILLUMINATED MOAR
C610
SKU C610-NF

Newly Available with Illumination!

http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


MPN: C610

UPC: 847362016306

Scope Weight: 22.1 oz.

Scope Length: 11.6"

Magni�cation Range: 3-10x

Scope Objective Diameter: 42mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA per click
Elevation: 90 MOA Total Travel, Capped & Finger
Adjustable
Windage: 80 MOA

Reticle Position: Second Focal Plane

Field of View: 34.9-11ft at 100 yards

Eye Relief: 3.5"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362016306

MPN C610

• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

SPECIFICATIONS



DESCRIPTION
This Nightforce SHV 4-14x56 MOAR ri�escope with an illuminated MOAR Reticle has a parallax adjustment
from 25 meters to in�nity.

Nightforce SHV line of ri�escopes o�ers the same performance you've come to expect from Nightforce, but
at a much more a�ordable package. The SHV series is perfect for a wide range of applications from target
shooting to big game and varmit hunting.

Yes, the SHV series comes at an a�ordable, but it should never be described as cheap. The quality of
materials, precise tolerances, and the skilled workmanship make it impossible to build a world-class
ri�escope that is cheap. The SHV scope o�ers the versatility of other Nightforce lines such as the NXS, but
without the overbuilt features, which were originally created to withstand actual combat conditions.

The SHV ri�escope uses a less complex design and manufacturing process, but it still features the quality
components. Experience for yourself the same premium quality and precision only a Nightforce ri�escope
can o�er, but now in a simplier, more economical package.

Features of the Nightforce SHV:

• Machined in 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminum body tubes
• All metal dials dound under weatherproof caps
• European style fast focus eye piece for quick and easy diopter adjustment
• First or Second Focal Plane
• MOAR reticle with 1 MOA elevation and windage markings
• Ideal magni�cation range for hunters
• Outstanding precision

NIGHTFORCE SHV 4-14X56 .25 MOA
SKU C522-NF__LN

https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
https://www.nightforceusa.com/nightforce-scopes-shv.aspx
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv
http://www.nightforceoptics.com/shv


Scope Weight: 28.5 oz.

Scope Length: 14.8"

Magni�cation Range: 4-16x

Scope Objective Diameter: 56mm

Scope Tube Size / Mount: 30mm

Scope Turret Adjustment: .25 MOA

Reticle Position: Second

Field of View: 24.9' - 7.3' @ 100 meters

Eye Relief: 3.14" - 3.54"

Illuminated Reticle: yes

Scope Finish: matte black

UPC 847362007311

MPN C522

SPECIFICATIONS



 

По вопросам продаж и поддержки обращайтесь: 
 

Алматы (7273)495-231 
Архангельск (8182)63-90-72 
Астрахань (8512)99-46-04 
Барнаул (3852)73-04-60 
Белгород (4722)40-23-64 
Брянск (4832)59-03-52 
Владивосток (423)249-28-31 
Волгоград (844)278-03-48 
Вологда (8172)26-41-59 
Воронеж (473)204-51-73 
Екатеринбург (343)384-55-89 
Иваново (4932)77-34-06 
Ижевск (3412)26-03-58 
Иркутск (395)279-98-46 

Казань (843)206-01-48 
Калининград (4012)72-03-81 
Калуга (4842)92-23-67 
Кемерово (3842)65-04-62 
Киров (8332)68-02-04 
Краснодар (861)203-40-90 
Красноярск (391)204-63-61 
Курск (4712)77-13-04 
Липецк (4742)52-20-81 
Магнитогорск (3519)55-03-13 
Москва (495)268-04-70 
Мурманск (8152)59-64-93 
Набережные Челны (8552)20-53-41 
Нижний Новгород (831)429-08-12 

Новокузнецк (3843)20-46-81 
Новосибирск (383)227-86-73 
Омск (3812)21-46-40 
Орел (4862)44-53-42 
Оренбург (3532)37-68-04 
Пенза (8412)22-31-16 
Пермь (342)205-81-47 
Ростов-на-Дону (863)308-18-15 
Рязань (4912)46-61-64 
Самара (846)206-03-16 
Санкт-Петербург (812)309-46-40 
Саратов (845)249-38-78 
Севастополь (8692)22-31-93 
Симферополь (3652)67-13-56 

Смоленск (4812)29-41-54 
Сочи (862)225-72-31 
Ставрополь (8652)20-65-13 
Сургут (3462)77-98-35 
Тверь (4822)63-31-35 
Томск (3822)98-41-53 
Тула (4872)74-02-29 
Тюмень (3452)66-21-18 
Ульяновск (8422)24-23-59 
Уфа (347)229-48-12 
Хабаровск (4212)92-98-04 
Челябинск (351)202-03-61 
Череповец (8202)49-02-64 
Ярославль (4852)69-52-93 

    
Россия (495)268-04-70 Киргизия (996)312-96-26-47 Казахстан (7172)727-132  

 
ncg@nt-rt.ru || https://nightforce.nt-rt.ru/ 

mailto:ncg@nt-rt.ru
https://nightforce.nt-rt.ru/

